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INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGE

Y

ou definitely will not solve
all of the world’s problems.
However, you can and should
contribute to that goal.

If you cannot stop wars from happening,
you have the resources to keep disturbing discussions away from you.
If you are not able to feed the hungering
masses, you still have a crust of bread to offer to
someone.
If you cannot give health to the sick, you
can still assist a patient.
If you cannot solve human dramas, you
can still help calm a person down.

If you do not have the means to lead groups that will accelerate changes that the world
needs, change yourself inwardly, ennobling yourself with good actions and solidarity.
From the book Happy Life by Joanna de Angelis/Divaldo Franco

Joy

Meimei
Joy is the song of the hours when God caresses your passage through the world.
Everywhere flowers bloom as smiles of nature and the wind combs the fields’ hair with
resting music.
The water from the fountain is liquefied care in Earth’s heart and the small golden grain of
sand is a message of joy from the ground.
Do not allow, therefore, that your difficulty transforms itself into numbing sadness for others.
Even if everything appears to conspire against the happiness that you await, lift your eyes
to the smiling face of life that envelops you and bolster joy wherever you go.
Bless and serve always, even among tears.
The rose, although subjugated by thorns, still offers its perfume and
sunrise awaits, generously, for the night to finish in order to renew itself, daily,
in a party of love and light.
Psychographed message by the medium Francisco C. Xavier (translated by Luis Almeida,
MD, PhD, revised by Lisa Pellegrino, MS e Rodney Simões, BS)
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EDITORIAL

W

ellness and health have become
the ultimate search in our planet.
And, despite the great advancements of science and technology, humanity
is in need of effective and long lasting solutions for its innumerable problems.
Spiritism, then, comes with a framework of explanations and tools to provide
hope to all indistinctly. Hope, when founded
in reasoning and love, leads to a balanced
life. And to have a balanced life, we most
certainly need answers. In this regard, the
Enlightened Spirits brought to us 1,019 answers to the ultimate questions that puzzle
our minds. Those answers are in The Spirits’
Book by Allan Kardec and encompass the
guidance that may foster integral healing,
the healing of mind-body-spirit.
Therefore, we dedicate this issue
of The Spiritist Magazine to the integral
healing of the human soul, while celebrating 150 years of the first Spiritist Center
on Earth and the first Spiritist magazine,
both founded by Allan Kardec. The Spiritist Magazine – English Edition is an initiative sponsored by the International Spiritist
Council (ISC). The first two issues of the
English Edition were published in 2004
and 2006 under the name Spiritist Review.
Revisiting Kardec’s foundational works,
the ISC and the editors of the English Edition decided to change its name to The
Spiritist Magazine.
Dear reader, we hope you enjoy it!
The Editor-in-Chief

Please, check our website
www.thespiritistmagazine.com
in order to see rules and regulations for submission of
articles. Any questions, please contact us at
info@thespiritistmagazine.com
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DIALOGUE BETWEEN SPIRITISM AND SOCIETY

Why American Spirituality
Needs Spiritism
Gloria Coelho
American Spirituality
Perspectives on spirituality in the U.S. today range from
Christian fundamentalism, reflecting elements of America’s
early history of Puritanism, to our post modern “new age”
fascination with Eastern traditions, such as Buddhism and
Hinduism. Spiritism according to Allan Kardec’s work,
though not an organized religion, addresses spiritual questions and mysteries left unanswered by this prevailing spectrum of spiritual traditions in our country.
Selective adoption of Eastern traditions
In the post modern era, beginning in the 60’s, a growing interest in the spirituality of the East brought to the U.S. a spiritual system very different from the Judeo-Christian paradigm
that historically defined American spiritual culture. Suddenly, we had Zen masters, Buddhist monks and Indian gurus
telling us about our inner divinity, reincarnation, karma and
meditative practices designed to open our minds to deep
spiritual Truth. It was truly a spiritual renaissance for many
Americans, especially on the two coasts, as baby-boomers
began to explore their inner dimensions.
Our enthusiastic adoption of Eastern spirituality was, however, very selective. For instance, the vital element of compassionate spiritual service to all sentient beings, highly emphasized in the East, was largely left out. The American version,
if you will, of Eastern practices emphasized withdrawal from
the world into an all too often self-absorbed pursuit of “enlightenment” at the expense of growing up emotionally, morally and spiritually. This was not the fault of the Eastern traditions but of their selective importation by Americans who
were in a hurry to promote a new spiritual paradigm without
a deep understanding of it. In a culture that emphasizes
materialism and self-gratification, even spiritual practice can
be misused as yet another self-indulgence, escape, or as a
vehicle for inflating the ego. In sharp contrast to this, Spiritism’s emphasis on community and service brings people together and teaches us not only to become spiritually aware,
but also spiritually responsive.
Mediumship: awareness and training
One of the essential contributions Spiritism can offer our
spiritual culture is in the area of mediumship - an area that is
virtually denied by our Judeo-Christian heritage and largely
ignored by our brand of Eastern spirituality. Since science
tends to negate whatever it is unable to measure, the existence of spirits and a spiritual dimension has been con-
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sistently rejected by traditional science, although recent
research by quantum physicists is beginning to reveal
non-physical dimensions. However, the ability to access
these dimensions is still just beginning to be explored by
quantum physics and paranormal psychology.
Albert Einstein said, “Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.” As a metaphysical science,
Spiritism begins with this premise. Spiritism teaches us
that, to a certain extent, we are all mediums. If that’s so,
why don’t we know it? I think a large part of the reason
for this is that our culture – both social and spiritual – rejects the faculty of mediumship. This rejection often begins in childhood when a child displays clairvoyant ability
and is told that what she’s seeing is imaginary, as in an
“imaginary playmate.” Eventually, the child will repress the
faculty, convinced that what she sees is neither real nor
appropriate.
Despite the mainstream culture’s disparaging view of mediumship, there is in the new age community these days
a growing interest in the development of psychic abilities,
with books and workshops in “psychic awareness” being
the most popular means of increasing our ability to make
contact with the invisible realm. Although some of these
methods may begin to stimulate the awakening of spiritual faculties associated with clairvoyance, clairaudience
and clairsenscience, they rarely emphasize the need for
developing emotional, moral and spiritual maturity in order
to ensure responsible – and safe – use of these faculties.
As with so many things in our society, we seek the quickest means to access what we want, rather than seeking
the highest purpose in our lives. You might say this is the
spiritual equivalent of the “get rich quick” scheme.
The Spiritist Center provides mediumship training and a
safe, spiritually focused environment in which mediumship
is practiced as a spiritual service.
The need for holistic development
Spiritism tells us that mediumship is not something that
should be developed out of context. To use an analogy,
our culture has developed a high level of technology
which it often lacks the emotional and moral maturity to
utilize wisely; consequently, we often use it destructively as
well as self-destructively. Our inner “technology,” or what
we may call spiritual faculties such as clairvoyance, is just
as likely to be misused if developed without regard to the
emotional, moral and spiritual maturity of the individual.
In a Spiritist center, mediumship training is systematic,
gradual and holistic. At the heart of all healing and mediumistic work is the close and vital relationship between the
healer/medium and his or her spirit guide. As we develop
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our ability to access our personal guides, we see the
significance of this relationship as a source of continuous learning, wisdom, reassurance and even companionship. Most importantly, the connection to the spirit
guide keeps our association with the spiritual dimensions more conscious, safe and responsible.
Another distinction between the Spiritist approach to
mediumship and that of many New Agers is the fact
that in the Spiritist philosophy neither passes (a Spiritist
technique used to foster balance of mind-body-spirit)
nor other forms of mediumship are ever used for personal gain on the part of the medium. Therefore, there
is never a charge for passes or mediumistic service.
There are several advantages to this:
·
It keeps the work very pure in terms of motives and agendas on the part of the medium. There
is a word in the Spiritist literature – “disinterestedness”
– which describes the attitude of detachment necessary for clear channeling without regard to personal
benefit.
·
Both passes and mediumship are considered
charitable services, available to all without financial
consideration.
·
It emphasizes to the medium as well as the
patient that the real message or healing comes not
from the medium but from the higher spiritual forces
that are working through the medium/pass-giver.
Awareness of the Afterlife
Spiritism reminds us that we are, as Teilhard de Chardin
put it, “spiritual beings having a human experience”.
As we increasingly identify ourselves as spiritual beings, it certainly behooves us to approach and study
the spirit realm from which we emerge at incarnation
and to which we return after death, as a natural – not
supernatural – part of God’s universe and our afterlife
reality.
Why do most Americans know little or nothing about
the Spirit realm? One reason is that death is still a taboo subject in our culture. And yet, the media seems
to be obsessed with it. When we turn on the news,
the biggest stories are about death: who got killed,
how it happened, and who did the killing. Even when
it comes to entertainment, a huge proportion of TV
shows and movies feature death – and fear of death
– as the main event in our lives. The fear leads to the
taboo, which leads to the obsession. Yet, we are constantly reminded of its inevitability: as George Bernard
Shaw observed, “Death is the ultimate statistic – one
out of one of us dies.”

Why do we fear death? Largely because, as a culture, we
have no mature frame of reference for the afterlife. In Western
religion, the afterlife consists of an eternity in either heaven or
hell. Deepak Chopra, in his book “Life After Death” asserts,
“The worst afterlife I can imagine is hell. The second worst
may be heaven….Heaven is where you go if you’re good
enough for God. Hell is where you go if you aren’t. Aren’t
they both synonymous with the end?” The Judeo-Christian
idea of heaven and hell is so simplistic and insufficient that I
suspect most people reject it, either consciously or unconsciously. However, assuming they continue to subscribe to
the tradition that teaches it, they may look no further for a
more satisfying and logical explanation. This leaves many
people with no reassuring perspective on what will happen
to them when they die. No wonder they prefer to avoid the
subject – and no wonder they can’t get away from it! Fear of
death is a cause of much unnecessary human suffering that
affects virtually every area of life.
Spiritism, through the devotion and help of the guiding spirits
of many mediums, has brought us a wealth of information
and reassurance about the afterlife and spirit realm, as well
as a means of personal access to that realm. As we study
Spiritism’s extensive teachings on death and the afterlife, we
realize there’s little or nothing to fear.
Spiritual Community
In Brazil, where the Spiritist movement runs more charitable institutions than the Catholic Church and the government combined, Spiritism addresses, in addition to spiritual
needs, a widespread poverty that exists in that country. In
North America, the polarization toward material pursuits has
created a different kind of poverty characterized by a sense
of isolation and lack of spiritual connection that only a heartcentered spiritual wisdom can resolve. Sociologists at Duke
University and the University of Arizona found that over the
past 20 years, the number of Americans who have no one
at all to confide in has more than doubled to 25%. The average number of friends we discuss important matters with has
shrunk from 3 to 2. Despite the growth of the internet, people
remain hungry for a sense of connection and validation.
Spiritism’s beautiful message of compassion, love and service embodies a heart-centered spiritual wisdom. In our
postmodern Western culture Spiritism can provide spiritual
community with a vital emphasis on exploring and accessing
the Spiritual realms for purposes of healing, spiritual growth
and service.

Gloria Coelho is the president-founder of the Caritas Spiritist
Center in Denver, Colorado.
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SUGGESTION

Ben Franklin’s 13 Virtues

1

TEMPERANCE: Eat not to dullness; drink not to elevation.

2

SILENCE: Speak not but what may benefit others or yourself; avoid trifling conversation.

3
4

ORDER: Let all your things have their places; let each part of your business have its time.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

RESOLUTION: Resolve to perform what you ought, perform without fail what you resolve.
FRUGALITY: Make no expense but to do good to others or yourself, i.e., waste nothing.
INDUSTRY: Lose no time, be always employed in something useful; cut off all unnecessary actions.
SINCERITY: Use no hurtful deceit; think innocently and justly, and, if you speak, speak
accordingly.
JUSTICE: Wrong none by doing injuries, or omitting the benefits that are your duty.
MODERATION: Avoid extremes; forbear resenting injuries so much as you think they
deserve.
CLEANLINESS: Tolerate no uncleanliness in body, clothes, or habitation.
TRANQUILITY: Be not disturbed at trifles, or at accidents common or unavoidable.
CHASTITY: Rarely use venery but for health or offspring, never to dullness, weakness, or
the injury of your own or another’s peace or reputation.
HUMILITY: Imitate Jesus and Socrates.
During the early 1700s and while in
his late 20s, Benjamin Franklin gathered thirteen virtues that he felt were
a guide to live by. Ben Franklin tried
to lead his life, following these virtues. He placed each one of the
virtues on separate page in a small
book that he kept with him for most

of his life. He would evaluate his performance with regard to each of them
on a daily basis. He would also select
one of the virtues to focus on for a full
week.
The list of 13 virtues is certainly an
admirable guide to try to follow and
build up a good character.
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LA REVUE SPIRITE

Advices on Healing Mediumship
Prince Hohenlohe
As it has been told to you in many different occasions, healing mediumship with
the aid of seeing mediumship will play a major role in the current period of the revelation.
They are the greatest agents to strongly cooperate towards Humankind’s regeneration,
and the fusion of all beliefs in one tolerant,
progressive and universal belief.
Upon an evocation of this Spiritist Society, I have recently said, and I here repeat,
everyone has healing faculty. If everyone
would like to seriously dedicate themselves
to the study of this faculty, those self-ignored/
unaware mediums would be able to help humankind. Time does not allow me to develop
my thought in this regard, though. However, I
would take this moment to do so.

Spirit. If the healing medium only takes care of the
body, he is only taking care of the effect of the
problem. Then, the primary cause of that disease
continues and reproduces itself, being in its previous or any other form. Frequently, here lies one of
the reasons why the sick person, who was suddenly cured by a medium, has symptoms return,
once the good influence has left. That happens
because there is nothing left to fight the morbid
cause.

To avoid the recurrence of the disease, the
spiritual remedy has to cut the bad by its root, as
much as the material fluid destroys in their effects.
In one word, it is necessary to take care of body
and soul at the same time. In order to be a good
healing medium, not only does the body need to
be apt as a channel of the repairing material fluids,
but it is also essential that the Spirit have moral
In general, those who are after heal- strength. The latter can be obtained through the
ing mediumship have the sole desire to re- medium’s own self-improvement. In order to beestablish physical health. They intend to free come a healing medium, it is necessary to prethe blocked organ from some material cause. pare oneself by praying, and self-improvement, in
But, be aware that this is the least of the ser- order to physically treat the body and influence
vices that healing mediumship is to provide. the soul by moral strength.
In case you think this is its unique role, than
you only know its premises in a very elemenOne last observation, some people tell you
tary way... Healing mediumship has a more to favor the poor because they do not have renoble and broad mission!... Not only can it sources such as hospital care. I am not entirely
give the effect of health, but also give to the in favor of this opinion. Jesus said the doctor has
souls all the purity that they are sensitive to. the mission to take care of the sick, not the ones
In this last goal, we find the true meaning of who are healthy. Please, remember this. In regard
the word healing.
to moral health, there are sick people everywhere
[regardless of social standing or resources]. And
Often, it has been told to you and your the doctor’s duty is to help wherever needed.
spirit instructors would not know how to emphasize it, that the apparent material effect, Mediumistic message received by the medium Desliens in the
suffering, most often has a morbid material group of Desliens. Published in Le Revue Spirite in Paris on
cause which lays in the moral state of the March 12, 1867 (translated by Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD)
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“Healing mediumship has a more
noble and broad mission!... Not
only can it give the effect of health,
but also give to the souls all the purity that they are sensitive to. In this
last goal, we find the true meaning
of the word healing.”

www.spiritist.org
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HISTORY

150 Years of The Launching of The Spiritist Magazine
and The Foundation of The First Spiritist Society
Antonio Cesar Perri de Carvalho, DDS

In the 19th century, spirit phenomena of physical effects called the attention
of people in many places, such as Hydesville (USA) and Paris (France). In the latter,
the “turning table” phenomena were studied
by Professor Hippolyte Léon Denizard Rivail,
disciple of the educator Johann Pestalozzi.
Rivail adopted a method of investigation and
concluded that the cause of those manifestations were the “Spirits of Human Beings”.
He analyzed, compared and created a system for the messages and published them in
The Spirits’ Book (1857), while adopting the
pseudonym Allan Kardec.
This book attracted great attention
and its author was sought after by those who
wanted to know him and exchange ideas
about it. Months later, Kardec conducted
meetings in his house. People from France
and other countries came to his house interested in getting to know Spiritism.
In order to broaden the dissemination
of Spiritism, Kardec launched The Spiritist
Magazine: Journal of Psychological Studies
on January 1st 1858. The monthly magazine contained articles about spirit messages, cases on spirit phenomena, information about the first spiritist organizations, the
Spiritist press, Kardec’s spiritist trips and the
dissemination of Spiritism around the world.
Among other things, Kardec talked about
“Spiritism in England”, when he referred to
the launching of “The Spiritual Magazine”
(4). In that article, he analyzed some differences between the Spiritist thought in America and France, in regard to reincarnation (5)
and the mediumistic practice. He comment-

ed that “America was the birthplace of Spiritism,
but Europe made it grow and expand.” (6) This
is the reason why Fodor told the following in
regard to Spiritism, “this philosophy is distinct
from Spiritualism as it is built on the main tenet
that spiritual progress happens by a series of
needed reincarnations” (3).
Allan Kardec and his colleagues also
founded the Parisian Society of Spiritist Studies (PSSS) on April 1, 1858 at the Galerie Valois
(Palais Royale), next to the Louvre Museum in
Paris, France. In 1860, the Society moved to its
own headquarters at Passage de Saint Anne,
in Rue Saint Anne, 59. The PSSS was the first
place for the studies and practice of Spiritism
in the world and was a reference for those interested in Spiritism. Kardec published a great
amount of information on the PSSS in the pages
of The Spiritist Magazine (10).
Almost at the end of his life, the Codifier
of Spiritism wrote an article about “Statistics on
Spiritism” that “concerning the dissemination
of the Spiritist ideas, and the easiness in which
they are accepted, the main countries in Europe
can be classified as follows: 1st – France, 2nd –
Italy, 3rd – Spain, 4th – Russia, 5th – Germany,
6th – Belgium, 7th – England, 8th – Sweden
and Denmark, 9th – Greece, 10th – Switzerland.” (7)
One hundred and fifty years after the
publication of The Spirits’ Book, the launching
of the Spiritist Magazine and the foundation of
the first Spiritist center of the world, the interest and study on spirit phenomena continue, as
can be seen in the photos of the 19th century,
the researched mediums, such as Leonor Piper
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(1), and the research on reincarnation (9).
Today, the International Spiritist
Council (ISC) is an organization composed
of the worldwide union of the represented
associations of the national spiritist movements. The ISC has 32 affiliated countries
represented in Europe, Asia, Oceania, Africa and the Americas. There are 20 other
countries in which spiritist groups have already started their activities.
In Brazil alone, there are
about 12 thousand spiritist centers which
mostly rely on a document entitled “Guidelines for the Spiritist Center”. This document is used to suggest and support the
centers with thorough guidelines and supporting material in order to help the fulfillment of the tasks performed by its prac-

titioners and volunteers, as well as the doctrinal,
administrative, lawful issues and the unification of
the spiritist movement (8).
The Spiritist Magazine was launched by
Kardec and continues to be published until nowadays. In partnership, the International Spiritist
Council and the French and Francophone Spiritist Union continue to publish the magazine in
French, Spanish, Esperanto, Russian (digital form
at the ISC’s website) and now in English and Portuguese.
In the Spiritist movement, there are conquests and efforts to contribute to humankind’s
improvement based on spiritual and moral principles.
Antonio Cesar Perri de Carvalho, DDS is one of the directors
of the Brazilian Spiritist Federation and the International Spiritist Council (translated by Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD.)
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Unshakable faith is that which can stand face to face with
reason in all epochs of humanity. – Allan Kardec
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TESTIMONIAL

Phenomenon is Only the Beginning
Greg Stewart
In 2004, I traveled to Brazil for the first time where I
had the opportunity to witness spiritual phenomenon in the
form of healings, facilitated by a medium. This trip marked the
beginning of a great change in my life. For the first time, I had
witnessed proof that there were spirits helping us and communicating with us from another world.
During this trip to Brazil, I began a regular practice
of prayer and meditation that lead me to experience my own
mediumistic phenomena. As wonderful and beautiful as these
experiences where, I began to feel a little uneasy and confused. What was really going on and should I be opening myself up to these kinds of experiences?
After returning from my trip, I wanted to learn more
about what had happened to me so I looked on the Internet
for clues. I had heard a prayer while in Brazil called the Prayer
of Caritas so I entered the name of this prayer into the Internet
search engine. I was surprised to see that there were Spiritist centers in the U.S. as well as an organization called the
United States Spiritist Council (www.usspiritistcouncil.com). I
immediately ordered Spiritist books and contacted two Spiritist centers within a 2 hour drive from my home.
After attending meetings regularly and reading Spiritist books over the last years, I realize that the phenomena
I have witnessed and experienced is only the beginning of
my new life. While Spiritism has provided me with many answers to my questions, it has also prompted me to think about
things that never occurred to me before. The concept of Inner
Transformation is something I now embrace on a daily basis.
I feel a strong desire to tell other Americans about
Spiritism because I believe very few Americans know about it.
Also, I have come to the conclusion that one of the best ways
to share the Spiritist teachings is through our own conduct.
How do we treat others? What thoughts do we allow to take
hold of us? Are we able to put aside lower emotions, such as
anger and jealously? Do our actions, whether they are related
to our professional or personal life, encourage goodness in
others?
Brothers and Sisters, I encourage you to read and
study Spiritism together with a strong intention of implementing the Spiritist teachings into your own life. I realize that the
complicated material world we live in does not always provide
us with enough free time; however, I can assure you that the
rewards you will reap from your study and practice of Spiritism are well worth your efforts.
Gregory Stewart is a Spiritist who currently lives in Sacramento, CA.
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SCIENCE (COVER STORY)

Can Spiritism Improve Our Mental Health ?
Paula Schmidt, Ed. D.
As a mental health practitioner, I became
interested in Spiritism not only for my own spiritual development but also to learn what Spiritist
practices could contribute to the wellbeing of my
clients. In the 1970’s, Transpersonal Psychology
attended to our spiritual nature by practices such
as centering, visualization, and meditation. However, Transpersonal Psychology was overshadowed by cognitive behavioral therapy and talk
therapies which primarily focused on the client’s
thoughts and feeling. With the popularity of books
like Thomas Moore’s The Care of the Soul and M.
Scott Peck’s The Road Less Traveled, Americans
demonstrated their interest in Spirituality for selfimprovement and support for daily life functioning.
Spiritism offers practices for the maintenance of mental health and treatments for mental
disturbances. Prayer is explained as the opening of our hearts to our Creator, God the Father/
Mother, or our favorite spiritual being such as
Christ, the Buddha, Mother Teresa, etc. with a
natural outpouring of words describing our petitions for ourselves, others, and the world as well
as our gratitude for the spiritual help that we readily receive. Books such as Recipes for Peace and
Living and Loving psychographed by Divaldo
Franco from the spirit Joanna de Angelis provide
illuminating thoughts to begin our day and to
clear the effects of the day before going to sleep.
Examples of prayers are found in The Gospel According to Spiritism (a metaphysical interpretation
of Christ’s teachings). A weekly time for spiritual
reading and prayer through the spiritist practice
of ‘God at Home’ strengthens our mental health
and the mental health of our family. The practice
of meditation by listening to the therapeutic visualizations on Divaldo Franco’s Health CD releases
stress and when used on a daily basis potentiates
mental health treatments.
16
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Specialized treatments for mental disturbances are lovingly given free of charge at
Spiritual Treatment Clinic in the Spiritist Center. Fraternal counseling enables people to reframe or gain a new understanding of their problems as opportunities for growth. They then
work to release their fears which are creating blockages to the flow of universal love and
compassion within themselves and through themselves to others. Trained Spiritist practitioners give persons seeking help ‘passes’ of healing energies.

These pratictioners act as instruments of
the spirit psychiatrists and spirit therapists who
work along with the person’s Spirit guides and
spiritual mentors to treat the mental disturbances.
These ‘passes’ are hand movements through the
energetic fields or perispirit around the person’s
body which facilitate the release of negative energies by the permutation of beneficial spiritual fluids.
Spring or distilled water can be spiritually
magnetized to be used throughout the week between the spiritual treatments to further support
the person’s return to well being.
As I have done these practices and experienced the specialized treatments I can testify
to their effectiveness. They complement both allopathic and homeopathic medicine and/or the
use of herbs and supplements for healing mental
disturbances or imbalances. Furthermore, I have
found the spiritists themselves to be exceptional
role models of Spiritism.
Their warmth, generosity, and loving acceptance and encouragement of everyone they
meet is genuine and provides a healing balm so
necessary in these stressful times.
So the answer to the question “Can Spiritism improve our mental health?” is YES!
Paula Schimdt, Ed.D. is a clinical psychologist and member
of the Spiritist Society of Baltimore.
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REFLECTING

Mediumship and Its Therapeutic Features
Susana Simões, PhD

The current stage of humanity is characterized by a state of disharmony felt at all
levels of society. This disharmony starts within each one of us. Its root is in the immortal
spirit. The first place disharmony manifests
itself is in the perispirit (spiritual body) and,
then, in the physical body. Mediumship is
one of the many therapeutic tools that can
help in healing this disharmony and assist
the strengthening of the soul.
Mediums, like antennae that perceive
invisible electrical currents, are people who
sense the presence of spirits, as Allan Kardec defined almost 150 years ago (1). They
are intermediaries between two planes of life:
the material and the spiritual ones.
Mediumship is neutral, which means
it can be used wisely or be misused (2). It is
a therapeutic tool that benefits the medium
when it is used to promote goodness. The
desire to reach out through mediumship,
however, is not enough for it to become a
therapeutic tool. The process of channeling
spirits takes place through the connection of
minds. It follows the law of affinity or the Law
of the Mental Field as proposed by Andre
Luiz (3). Therefore, the quality of the mediums’ thoughts determines the type of connection that is established. When mediums
are moral people, they attract evolved spirits
who will guide them in their mission. Thus, it
is important that the medium strive to have a
balanced moral life. This involves a commitment to the study of the laws that regulate
these phenomena, the study and practice of
the concepts found in the Christ consciousness precept, “Watch and Pray”, as in Matthew 26:41. A final, but central commitment
is self knowledge and inner transformation.
In the Spiritist framework, mediumship calls
for the achievement of a state of mental,

emotional, and moral health. The effort and discipline that are required of mediums to become
a good instrument are beneficial to themselves
first. Mediums also benefit therapeutically from
the presence of evolved spirits who use them
as channels because they absorb the healthy
and loving vibrations of the helpful spirits. Finally, they also benefit from the loving energies
that come from the free, loving assistance to
others.
Many people search for help from mediums because of its therapeutic features in
regard to emotional and mental disturbances.
Often, mental illness not only has a physiological and emotional component, but also a spiritual one. Basically, following the law of affinity,
spirits with whom we have unfinished business,
influence us, at times, in harmful ways (i.e. suggestion of depressive thoughts). This Spirit attachment is named Obsession in Spiritism (4).
The book Obsession by Manoel Philomeno de
Miranda, psychographed by the renowned medium Divaldo Franco, shows us how that can be
the case. Medical and psychological treatment
is a must when one experiences obsession,
but Spiritism can also be of great help through
passes (a Spiritist technique that promotes balance to physical body, perispirit and Spirit) and
meetings at the Spiritist center where spirits are
allowed to manifest themselves through trance
mediumship. The latter is named Disobsession
meetings, a correlate to rescue work. In a disobsession meeting, a dialogue with the spirit
is established with the objectives of (a) understanding the spirits’ reasons for wanting to harm
the incarnate person and (b) creating an opportunity for the spirit to learn about the options
of love and forgiveness. This moment characterizes a spirit-psychotherapy. Once the spirit
is able to understand the advantages of love,
the spirit leaves the person and healing takes
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place on both sides. However, we would advise that the person being helped must also make
efforts in regard to his/her inner transformation, in order to foster vibratory changes and guarantee a permanent spirit-detachment. Cleansing the heart from resentment, anguish, and hatred is
essential to maintain spiritual and emotional, mental health. Most importantly, one should get to
know oneself and the quality of his/her thoughts and feelings, once they open doors to determine
his/her spirit-connections that one has in life. Watch out for your spirit connections!
Susana Simões, PhD is the president-founder of the Conscious Living Spiritist Center in Florida.
(1) KARDEC, A. The Mediums’ Book.1st Edition. ISC, 2007. Mediums, chapter 14, item 159.
(2) Idem. The Mediums’ Moral Influence, chapter 20, item 226.
(3) XAVIER, F.C. and VIEIRA, W. Mecanismos da Mediunidade. Rio de Janeiro: FEB. Lei do Campo Mental, cap.
17.
(4) KARDEC, A. The Mediums’ Book.1st Edition. ISC, 2007.Obsession, chapter 23.
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PHILOSOPHY

Moving Inner Mountains with Spiritism
Jim Pursley
Jesus enjoined us that we can move
mountains, if we have but the faith of a mustard seed. Of course, his parables were
often veiled pronouncements of profound
truths, and this is no different. Faith is the
cornerstone of our advancement, as it gives
us volition to believe that something can be
different from the way it is today. Faith is well
described as evidence of things yet unseen.
Faith is the certainty that “B” will happen if
you do “A”, that some future event will take
place as predicted and that, a certain set of
inputs will generate the desired result, even
though the exact picture of the outcome is
not defined. Spiritism, as do the world’s religions, employs faith as a tool in daily living,
helping in the task of soul advancement. But
Spiritism’s approach hones this valuable tool
to a razor sharp edge.

Faith must be unshakeable, according
to this reasoning, and must be based on logic
and reason. It is not enough to love God; it
is necessary to know why you love Him. By
combining reason and faith, attainment of a
particular outcome is greatly enhanced. It is
necessary to overlook seeming failures along
the path to attainment, as these will only distract. But how does one secure the inner guidance necessary to fortify faith as a power in
one’s life?

In Chapter 19, 205-12 of The Gospel
According to Spiritism, faith is described as
“the will to desire and the certainty that this
wish may be achieved.” Jesus performed
many material “miracles” – or actions whose
mechanisms were not understood. Jesus’
actions, and his words, have been assigned
by most people to the world of religion. But
if looked at in a different, more scientific light,
perhaps Jesus was leading us toward the
development of our own powers.

Faith is enhanced by an inner relationship with one’s Guardian Angel. Guardian angels are advanced spirits who have agreed to
accept the task of guiding the advancement of
other, lesser, spirits. According to The Spirits’
Book, beginning with question 489 and continuing, one’s relationship with the Guardian
Angel is described as a friendship “truer and
more devoted than the most intimate union
you can contract upon”. Is it not encouraging, then, that we have at our disposal superior
beings who are with us every minute of every
day and who are prepared to aid us in our advancement? Thus, Spiritism not only offers a
very reasoned discussion of faith, it points the
way to unshakeable faith through the promotion of one’s most intimate relationship, a relationship that is grounded in certainty and the
greatest of caring for one being by another.

Faith, then, is the bridge between our
reality of today and the reality to which we
can aspire by following inner guidance and
by believing, with every fiber, that the outcome is certain. Even one kernel of doubt
may be enough to cause the desired result
to fail to materialize. Thus, faith is a powerful
exercise in preparing the mind to accept a
new reality, with 100% certainty.

It is not necessary to “try” to reach our
Guardian Angels; they are most receptive to
our every thought, word or desire. It may, however, be necessary to cultivate the garden of
one’s inner awareness of this most beautiful
spirit. Just point your attention to your Guardian Angel with the certainty that you will receive
a response that you will recognize and understand. The desired result may or may not be
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instantaneous, but it will surely come. It may be
necessary to hold some faith first, and then little
by little you will feel more secure in the knowledge that your angel is really there for you,
guiding your advancement. Do not, though,
look to your angel to solve every little material
problem you may have. Guardian angels are
far more interested in our moral and intellectual
advancement than they are in the resolution of
problems we may have that are purely physical
and which do not bear on moving forward in
our soul’s journey.
With faith and implicit trust that your
Guardian angel will assist you, you can move
those proverbial mountains of difficulty which
block you from becoming the person and soul
that you are eventually destined to be. This is
a certainty.
Jim Pursley is a Spiritist who collaborates as a writer for
the SpiritistNews (SSB newsletter)
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RELIGION

The Power of Prayer
Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask
for in prayer, believe that you have received it,
and it will be yours. (Mark 11: 24).
There are those who contest the effectiveness of prayer on the grounds that, as
God knows all our needs, it is useless to enumerate them to Him. Those who think this,
then add that seeing that everything in the
Universe is linked together by eternal laws,
then our petitions cannot change God’s decrees.
Is this true?
Beyond all doubt there are natural and
immutable laws which cannot be annulled at
the whims of each individual; but from this
fact to the belief that all circumstances in life
are submitted to fatality is a long step indeed.
If it were like that, then Man would be a passive instrument without free-will or initiative. In
this hypothesis it would only remain for Man
to bow down his head in submission before
all occurrences, without making any effort to
avoid them, and should not try to ward off
dangers. God did not grant reason and intelligence for Man not to use them, willpower
for him not to desire things, nor activity for
him to remain inactive. As Man is free to act
one way or the other, for himself and towards
others, the consequences depend on what
he does or does not do. By his initiative there
are events which forcibly escape fatality and
yet do not destroy the harmony of the universal laws, just as the quickening or slowing down of the pendulum of a clock does
not annul the law of movement upon which
the mechanism is based. God then can accede to certain petitions without destroying
the immunity of those laws which govern the
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whole, as consent is always dependant on
His Will.
From the maxim: “Whatever you ask
for through prayer will be granted,” it would
be illogical to conclude that one can receive
just by asking, and unjust to accuse Providence if a request made is not conceded,
because it is known what is best for our own
good. This is what happens to a prudent
father who refuses to give his son certain
things which would be against his own interests. Generally, Man only sees the present
moment. Meanwhile if the suffering is useful
to our future happiness, then God will let us
suffer, just as a surgeon allows the patient to
suffer an operation which will cure him.
Divine Present
What God will concede if we direct
ourselves to Him with confidence is courage,
patience and resignation. What He will also
concede are the means of resolving situations with the help of ideas suggested to us
by good Spirits at God’s instigation, whereby
we retain the merit for the decisions taken.
God helps all those who help themselves according to the maxim: “Help yourself and the
Heavens will come to your aid.” But He does
not help those who, without using their own
faculties, wait for outside assistance. Nevertheless in most cases what Man desires is
to be helped by miracles, without using any
effort of his own.
How does that work?
Let us take an example. A man finds
himself lost in the desert. Thirst is torturing
him terribly. Fainting, he falls to the ground.
He asks God to help him and waits. No angels will come to give him water. However,
what does happen is that a good Spirit suggests the idea of picking himself up and taking one of the paths that are before him. By
pure mechanical movement, uniting what is
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left of his strength; he gets up, walks and
discovers not far away a brook. On sighting this he gains courage. If he has faith
he exclaims: “Thank you dear God, for the
idea you inspired and for the strength you
gave me.” If he is without faith he will say:
“What a good ideal had. How lucky I was
to take the right-hand path and not the one
on the left! Chance sometimes serves one
admirably! I must congratulate myself for
my courage and for not being defeated!”
But you may ask why the Spirit did
not say clearly: “Follow that path and you
will find what you need”? Why did the Spirit not show himself, guide him and sustain
him in his discouragement? In that way the
man would have been convinced of the intervention of Providence.
Firstly, so as to teach him that each
person must help himself and make use of
their strength. Secondly, because the man
doubted His existence God put the confidence he had in Him to the test, as well as
testing his submission to His will. The man
was in the situation of the child who falls
down and because someone is with him
starts to cry and waits to be picked up. If
the same child saw no one he would make
the effort and get up by himself. If the angel, which accompanied Tobias, had said:
“I am sent by God to guide you on your

journey and preserve you from all danger,” then
Tobias could claim no merit. In entrusting himself to his companion he would not even have
had to think. This is why the angel only made
himself known after the return.
Where the power of prayer lies
The power of prayer lies in the thought
and does not depend on words, the place or
the moment in which it is proffered. Therefore
it is possible to pray in all places, at any time,
alone or with others. The influence of a place or
time is only felt according to the circumstances
which favor the meditation. Communal prayer
has a more powerful action when all who are
praying join together in a heartfelt thought and
envisage the same objective, since it is as if
many beseeched together in one voice. But it
will do no good for a large number of people
to gather together for prayer if each one acts
in isolation, on their own account. A hundred
people can pray selfishly, whereas two or three
joined by the same aspirations, praying like true
brothers and sisters in Christ, will give more
power to their prayer than would the hundred
selfish persons.
Excerpt from the book The Gospel According to Spiritism
by Allan Kardec, chapter 27.

Prayer is the key of the
morning and the bolt of the
evening. - Gandhi
(YI, 23-1-1930, p25)
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INTERVIEW

The Purpose of Mediumship
01. What is the purpose of mediumship on Earth?
Divaldo Franco - Mediumship, first and foremost, is an opportunity of service. It is a blessing from
God, which allows us to have contact with the spiritual
life. Thanks to this interchange, not only are we certain of survival after death, but also we may find in it
the needed balance to efficiently settle debts acquired
in our previous incarnations. Mediumship allows human beings to preview their spiritual future, and, at the
same time, to receive reports from those who have preceded him in the journey back to erraticity [life in the
spirit realm in-between reincarnations]. Spirits bring us
trustworthy reports, directives for equilibrium and the
opportunity to redraw pathways using the lessons absorbed in the contact established with the discarnate
entities.
Therefore, mediumship has the very important
objective of making humanity aware of their responsibilities as immortal spirits. As the apostle Paul once
stated, if Christ’s resurrection did not serve to bring us
the certainty about the existence of spiritual life, then
His message would have been worthless.

02. Is there any type of mediumship that is more
important than others? Are there mediums who are
stronger than others?
Raul Teixeira - Truly, there neither can be any
kind of mediumship, which is more important than others, nor a medium who is stronger than others. There
are mediums and mediumship. According to Paul of
Tarsus, there are gifts and he refers to seeing, hearing,
healing, speaking, trance. However, he said ‘But the
Lord is only one.’ All types of mediumship come from
the same source. Writing mediums, speaking mediums
and mediums for materializations are all able to carry
out their task with dedication, whichever their situation
may be.
A medium’s importance is not conferred by the
quantity of abilities that one has. What will make a medium spiritually greater is what one does with the gifts
one may have. We observe that the medium’s importance is to be found in the honor that one feels in being
able to serve. In Spiritism, a medium who is stronger
than another does not exist. (...)

Adapted from the book Guidelines for Safety: a dialogue regarding the multiple aspects of mediumship by Divaldo Franco and
Raul Teixeira.

About Divaldo Franco and Raul Teixeira
Divaldo Franco is a worldwide renowned Spiritist medium, speaker, educator and humanitarian. He has given more than 14 thousand lectures and spoken in 52 countries in all the continents of
our planet. Mr. Franco is Doctor Honoris Causa in Humanity and also in Parapsychology by American
and Canadian Universities. Through his extraordinary mediumship, Mr. Franco has published almost
200 books and 70 of them have already been translated in 15 languages. His books have been used
in renowned universities in South America and have been thesis subject by many of its scholars. All
the proceeds of his mediumistic books go to the Mansion of the Way (Salvador, Bahia – Brazil), one of
the largest Brazilian nonprofit organizations. It provides educational, medical and psychological care to
more than 3,500 children and teenagers everyday – all free of charge. To date, more than 30,000 children have
been helped by the Mansion of the Way’s educational programs.
Raul Teixeira, PhD is one of the greatest names behind the Spiritist Movement in the world today. Medium and speaker, Dr. Teixeira has spoken in more than 35 countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and
the Americas. Professor of Physics, Raul Teixeira also holds a Ph.D. in Education and has dedicated his
life to the dissemination of Spiritism. Raul has 28 Spiritist books published, and continues to produce
many mediumistic works through automatic writing. His charitable foundation, Fraternal Retreat, has
helped hundreds of at risk youth and children in Niterioi, RJ - Brazil.
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MOVIE & BOOK REVIEW

Yesterday’s Children
Rebecca Stafford

The book and movie Yesterday’s Children is one of the best mainstream examples we
have of a true-story based on our never-ending
life. The story is captivating, moving, and uplifting. It tells the real-life story of Jenny Cockell, an
architect who is happily married, has a teenage
son, then discovers at age 42 she is pregnant.
Jenny’s life was very typical. She had a close relationship with her mother, she and her husband
owned their own business and they had financial
concerns over their teenage son going away to
college on the West Coast.
Jenny began having vivid dreams right
around the time she found she was pregnant.
The dreams were reoccurring and intense. She
was able to determine that her dreams occurred
in Ireland, even as far as street names and the
names of the people she was dreaming about.
It was so strong, she felt as though she was the
person in the dreams. Her husband, Doug, was
not a believer in reincarnation, as Jenny was not
either. He was a good and loving husband, but
dismissed her dreams and strange feelings as
caused by the pregnancy. Jenny’s mother, Margaret, was very supportive of her to investigate
the cause of her thoughts and dreams. Margaret
stated she did not believe certain things when it
came to life after death, but she wanted Jenny to
find an explanation for herself by exploring options even if they were not traditional views for
her. As a child, Jenny had drawn pictures and
maps of an area she never knew, but thanks
to her mother who had saved the drawings as
keepsakes, she was able to later recognize the
images from her dreams which would later corroborate her memories.
Jenny studied life after death books and
soon visited a doctor who helped her find the
root of her thoughts through hypnosis. The goal
was to determine whether or not her dreams
were thoughts or memories from a previous life.
Jenny’s journey led her, her son and later her
husband on a trip to Ireland to further investigate

the information she gathered from her dreams.
The answers she found to the past allowed her to
live in peace in her present life.
The book and movie contain many of the
Spiritist precepts that we study in Allan Kardec’s
works. The moral of Jenny Cockell’s story is that
God is good and just as understood in the first
chapter of The Spirits’ Book. His plan allows for
us to live and be happy in each of our lives. Where
one life seems to end, it is merely the beginning of
our next chapter. God’s mercy and our free will together allow us to achieve that which we seek with
the most earnestness. Peace, forgiveness, comfort. This was shown in Jenny’s story, as her deepest, most unconscious need was to make sure her
(Mary’s) children were okay after her death. Her
love allowed a son to release guilt and brought
joy with a reunion of brothers and sisters. God’s
perfection – by design - is meant to enable us to
trust in Him – that no matter our situation, we are
always surrounded by good spirits who share our
affinity for spiritual evolution. In this life, we all have
at least one spirit who agreed to share this journey
in order to keep us on task. This is God’s love. We
are never alone – physically or spiritually – from
the goodness God already has allocated for us.
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SPIRITIST TOOLS

Spiritist Tools for Integral Healing

Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD and Daniel Santos, PharmD, PhD
Inner Transformation
In the infinite wisdom of our Creator, the
foundation of our ultimate healing is only within. The
key is in our daily self-renewal to loving thoughts
and feelings towards others and us. The Spiritist
teachings provide wonderful insights that foster inner empowerment. The Spirits’ Book by Allan Kardec, for example, is a great self-enlightening guide.
Heartfelt Prayer
Prayer is thought. And thought is life. The
act of praying is indispensable. Prayer connects us
to the divine and the feedback is always positive.
To attune to God we only need will and a sincere
heartfelt prayer. Spiritism teaches us that no formulas are needed when we pray.
God at Home
In a challenging world, it is essential that
our families find ways to protect and recharge its
forces in the light of spiritual teachings. God at
Home meetings are these wonderful opportunities
in which the spirit guides/mentors can more easily
help our families. Here are some tips on how to organize these simple, but powerfully spiritual family
meetings:
1. Choose day and time. Make it a weekly commitment. Be consistent!
2. Invite family members and/or friends to participate. However, if no one wants to partake, do it
yourself alone.
3. Start it with a short heartfelt prayer.
4. Read and discuss inspirational messages from
books such as The Gospel According to Spiritism
or any other book that provide spiritual teachings.
5. Close this meeting with a heartfelt prayer.
6. Duration of the meeting: approximately 20-60 min.
7. Do not use these meetings to bring about family/
personal issues.
Fraternal Counseling
Spiritist Centers offer this modality of fraternal assistance in order to help the newcomers
and anyone who is experiencing physical, psychological and/or spiritual disturbances. The fraternal

counselors are specially trained on both the knowledge
of Spiritism and in the techniques of counseling.
Spiritually Magnetized Water
The spiritually magnetized water is saturated
with beneficial fluids (psi-molecules) originated in the
spirit-world under the guidance of Spirit Benefactors.
When we drink it, we may retain its harmonizing fluids
which will, in their turn, rebalance our complex mindbody-spirit. It is lovingly prepared and offered at Spiritist centers.
Passes
Passes are transfusion of energies (fluids) that
balance the complex spirit-perispirit-physical body.
Passes can be divided in three types: (1) magnetic, in
which the energy source is the pass-giver; (2) spiritual,
in which the energy source is the spirit; and (3) mixed,
in which the source is both. Spiritism explains that,
in practice, most passes are of the third type. Passes
have a decisive influence in healing when received with
reverence and faith.
Spiritist Study Meetings
“To lead a balanced life, we need answers”,
wisely stated the International Spiritist Council. And,
who doesn’t want a balanced life? Spiritist study meetings provide new insights on universal teachings that free
us from inner ties, while propelling inner enlightenment.
Mediumship Education
Mediumship is an inherent human faculty that
needs to be educated. Spiritism offers a safe and efficient framework for the education of mediumship. Joining a serious and knowledgeable mediumistic group
is the first step in this direction. A compassionate and
free mediumistic group practice may provide harmony
to many lives.
Volunteer Work
Reserve some time to do volunteer work. By
helping others, without expecting any reward, you will
rediscover the joy of life. Spiritism teaches us that we
only find peace when we give out of ourselves. Charity
is love in action!
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INSPIRATION

Courage to Live
Jussara Korngold, MBA
“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the
things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.” Anonymous

Life offers us an outstanding opportunity to
achieve progress, especially when we consider that
(1) we are immortal souls; (2) we had a beginning but
that we have no end; and (3) the successive reincarnations propel our evolvement.
However, in the course of our existence, we
may face many circumstances that, in a first pass, may
seem impossible to overcome. We are, then, called
to trust the infinite goodness of our Creator. He would
never allow an occurrence beyond our capacity to
withstand, or to crush us. What
actually occurs is that quite often we succumb to the weight
of growth, thereby believing
that we do lack the sufficient
strength and conviction to overcome them. That is an absolute
misconception. We do have the
stamina and fortitude but oftentimes the price seems too high,
because it involves our pride
and our vanity. We fear facing
the world and being exposed
to our failures. But, if we recall,
one of the most precious lessons of Jesus, “Those who are
without sin cast the first stone,”
he was left alone with the socalled sinner. And what did he
say to her? “Woman, no one
has condemned you? I also do
not condemn you, but go and
sin no more.” We also are presented with precious opportunities to learn and to profit from
our mistakes, thus “sinning no
more.” To err is a human part of
life, a part of our present level of
evolvement.
Therefore, whenever we feel overwhelmed, we
should seek assistance. First, let us look for the assistance from those who love us. Also, if you have any re-

ligious belief, seek this strength in your faith. If you
feel insecure, go to the doctor. Do not let depressive thoughts instill themselves within you, thus assuming unstoppable proportions. They can easily
be controlled with the proper care and attention.
But, above all, lift your eyes to the Almighty, offer
your soul, open your heart to the merciful Father,
and with sincerity, ask for assistance. Pray and be
humble. We are never alone; you can be certain
that the Father will not abandon us. In fact, we are
the ones who constantly
shun proceeding along the
road that leads us toward
Him.
Be strong and remember that no matter
what the extent of the problem you may now be facing, time will be in charge
of putting it behind you.
Give life a chance; give
yourself a chance to love
those who love you. Remember that you are loved
and you will be missed.
Use the opportunity to
amass more strength and
you will see that once the
light shines again, dissipating the dense clouds that
were previously hovered
over you, you will perceive
the satisfaction within you,
because you will have survived and you will have
graduated and will now
be able to follow to higher
realms.
From the book Those Left Behind: A Spiritist View
on Suicide by Jussara Korngold, MBA.
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POETRY

Secret Thoughts
I hold it true that thoughts are things
Endowed with bodies, breath, and wings,
And that we send them forth to fill
The world with good results – or ill.
That which we call secret thought
Speeds to the earth’s remotest spot,
And leaves its blessings or its woes
Like tracks behind it as it goes.
It is God’s law. Remember it
In your still chamber as you sit
With thoughts you would not dare have
known,
And yet make comrades when alone.
These thoughts have life; and they will fly
And have their impress by-and-by,
Like some marsh breeze, whose poisoned
breath
Breathes into homes its fevered breath.
And after you have quite forgot
Or all outgrown some vanished thought,
Back to your mind to make its home,
A dove or raven, it will come.
Then let your secret thoughts be fair;
They have a vital part and share
In shaping worlds and molding fate –
God’s system is so intricate.
Newspaper: The Progressive Thinker
Chicago, IL. May 27, 1939
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SPIRITIST EVENTS
SEE BACK COVER FOR MORE DETAILS ON THIS EVENT
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MEMBERS OF THE ISC
ANGOLA
Sociedade Espírita Allan Kardec
de Angola
Rua Amílcar Cabral, 29 - 4°. B
LUANDA - ANGOLA
Tel/Fax: 00 2 442 334 030
(residencial)
seakaangola@hotmail.com
www.seaka.org
President: Amélia Carlos Cazalma

CHILE
Centro de Estudios Espíritas
Buena Nueva
Calle Nelson, 1721 – Ñuñoa –
Santiago. SANTIAGO - CHILE
President: María Isabel Serrano
de Toledo
centroespirita_buenanueva@
yahoo.com.ar
www.consejoespirita.com/chile

ARGENTINA
Confederación Espiritista Argentina
Sanchez de Bustamante 463
Buenos Aires
Tel. (54) 11 4 8626314
confespiarg@speedy.com.ar
felixrenaud@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/argetina
President: Félix José Renaud

COLOMBIA
Confederación Espírita Colombiana (CONFECOL)
Calle 73, 20B-08
Bogotá D.C.
Tel. (571) 2551417 , Fax (571)
21719565
confecol@confecol.org
www.confecol.org
President: Jorge Francisco León
Ayala

AUSTRALIA
Franciscans Spiritist House
1 Lister Ave. – Rodkdale 2216
Sydney – NSW
Gloria Collaroy (02) 9597 6585
gloriacollaroy@optusnet.com.au
www.joanadecusa.org.au
President: Glória Collaroy
BELGIUM
Union Spirite Belge
43 Rue Maghin, B-4000 LIEGE
BELGIQUE (BÉLGICA)
Tel: 00 32 (04) 227-6076
www.spirites.be
e-mail: usb@skynet.be
President: Jean-Paul Evrard
BOLIVIA
Federación Espírita Boliviana
(FEBOL)
Calle Libertad 382
Santa Cruz de la Sierra
Tel. (591) 3337 6060
febol@entelnet.bo
www.febol.org
President: Eduardo Nanni
eduardonanni@cotas.com.bo
BRAZIL
Federação Espírita Brasileira
Av. L2 Norte - Quadra 603 Conj.F - Asa Norte
70830-030 – BRASÍLIA - DF BRASIL
Tel: 00 55 (0) 61 321-1767
www.febnet.org.br
febnet@febnet.org.br
President: Nestor João Masotti
CANADA
Mouvement Spirite Québécois
590, route de l’Église
Danville (St-Claude), Québec
J0A 1A0, Canada
Tel: 514 899 0139
oleleo@sympatico.ca
louphi@sympatico.ca
www.espaceespirita.com

CUBA
Sociedade Amor y Caridade
Universal
Ave 37 No. 3019 entre 30 y 34
bajos, Playa,
Ciudad Habana - CUBA
Teléfono: 209-6833
carmen.agramonte@infomed.
sld.cu
President: Antonio Agramonte
www.josedeluz.com
ECUADOR
Federeción Espirita del Ecuador
Direcion: Cdla. Huancavilca Mz.
D-1 Villa 1
Casilla Postal: 09-01-11336
GUAYAQUIL – ECUADOR
Tel: (593-4)2434048
Correos Electrónicos:
federacionespiritadelecuador@
hotmail.com
comejecorp@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/ecuador
President: Sr. Freddy Aulestia
LEÓN
EL SALVADOR
Federación Espírita de El Salvador
39 Calle Poniente No. 579 y 571,
Barrio Belén
SAN SALVADOR - EL SALVADOR
América Central
Telefonos. 00 (503) 502 2596
2235-4250 7763-8764,
2235-4250 7229-4886,
catedraelmesias@hotmail.com
camposrosaamelia1@gmail.com
catedraelmesias@gmail.com
federacion@elsalvadorespirita.org
www.elsalvadorespirita.org
President: Rosa Amelia Campos
FRANCE
Union Spirite Française et
Francophone
1, Rue du Docteur Fournier

Boite Postalle 2707
37027 TOURS - FRANCE
Tel/Fax: 00 33 (0)2 4746-2790 www.union-spirite.fr
union.spirite@wanadoo.fr
President: Roger Perez
GERMANY
União Espírita Alemã
Hackstrasse 11
D-70190 Stuttgart-Ost
Alemanha – Germany
Tel: 0049.7122.82253
maria.gekeler@freenet.de
www.spiritismus-dsv.org
President: Maria Gekeler
GUATEMALA
Cadena Heliosophica Guatemalteca
15 Av. 6-71, zona 12
01012 – Guatemala
Tel. (502) 2471 9935, Cel. (502)
5704 1387
ebravo_1@hotmail.com
www.guatespirita.org
President: OBDULIO ROBLES
NAVARRO.
HOLLAND
Nederlandse Raad voor het
Spiritisme
Postadres: Klokketuin 15 1689
KN - HOORN - HOLLAND
Tel: 00 31 (0)229 234527
www.nrsp.nl
info@nrsp.nl
President: Maria Moraes
m.moraes@planet.nl
HONDURAS
Asociación Civil de Proyección
Moral – ACIPROMO
Zona de Tiloarque, Colonia El
Contador, Calle principal, lote
3y4
Apartado Postal # 3163
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS
Tel. 504-2379312
504-33800299
info@hondurasespirita.org
www.hondurasespirita.org
President: Dra. Nancy B. Calderón
ITALY
CISSAK
Tel: 00 39 0 341494127
gruppodilecco@yahoo.it
www.spiritist.org/italia
JAPAN
Comunhão Espírita Cristã Francisco Candido Xavier
Chiba-Ken/Jehikawa-shi/Ainokawa 3-13-20/101
2720034 – JCHIKAWA-SHI
info@spiritism.jp
www.spiritism.jp
President: Tomoh Sumi

MEXICO
Central Espírita Mexicana
Retorno Armando Leal 14
Unidad CTM Atzacoalco. Delegacion Gustavo A. Madero
CIUDAD DE MEXICO, C.P. 07090
Tel: 00 52 5715-0660
E-mail: idominguezl@att.net.mx
President: Ignacio Dominguez
Otros e-mails: cenemex@att.net.
mx, i_dominguezl@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/mexico
Numeros locales de otros
telefono:
En DF telefono movil: 55 1904 9231
En Mazatlan, Sinaloa: Telmex 669
112 0576.
Telefono movil: 669 146 5131
NEW ZEALAND
Allan Kardec Spiritist Group of
New Zealand
Mail Adreess only:
7/7 Balmain Road
Birkenhead - Auckland
New Zealand
Tel. 00 64 21 178 75 56
www.allankardec.org.nz
info@allankardec.org.nz
President: Vanessa Berry
NORWAY
Gruppen for Spiritistiske Studier
Allan Kardec
GEEAK-Norge
Dronningens gt. 23
0154 Oslo – Noruega
Tel. 00 47 (22) 19 44 69
www.geeaknorge.com
post@geeaknorge.com
President: Maria Cristina Latini
PANAMA
Fraternidad Espírita Dios, Amor
y Caridad ( FEDAC )
Calle V # 9 - Parque Lefevre
Panamá - República de Panamá
Apartado Postal 0834 - 01981
Panamá, República de Panamá Centroamérica
www.fedac.org.pa
e-mails: fedac@fedac.org.pa
fedacpanama@hotmail.com
PARAGUAY
Centro de Filosofía Espiritista
Paraguayo
Calle Amâncio González, 265
ASUNCIÓN – PARAGUAY
Tel/Fax: 00 595 21 90.0318
www.spiritist.org/paraguay
arami@rieder.net.py
rynsfranv@hotmail.com
luissegovia@hotmail.com
President: Jorge Segovia
PERU
Federación Espírita del Perú FEPERU
Jr. Salaverry Nº 632 -1, Magdalena del Mar
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INTERNATIONAL SPIRITIST COUNCIL
Av. L2 Norte - Quadra 603 - Conj.F - Asa Norte
70830-030 – BRASÍLIA - DF - BRASIL
Tel: 00 55 (0) 61 3321-1767
www.spiritist.org.br
spiritist@spiritist.org
ISC Secretary General: Nestor João Masotti

LIMA-PERU
Tel: 00 (511) 263-3201 ó (511)
440-1919
feperu_espirita@yahoo.com
rezkalah5@hotmail.com
President: Monsser Rezkalah Mejía
www.spiritist.org/peru
PORTUGAL
Federação Espírita Portuguesa
Praceta do Casal de Cascais
Lote 4 R/C - A
Alto da Damaia
2720 – 090, Amadora
PORTUGAL
Tel: 00 351 214 975 754
e-mail: geral@feportuguesa.pt
feportugal@sapo.pt
www.feportuguesa.pt
President: Arnaldo C. S. Costeira
SPAIN
Federación Espírita Española
Calle Dr. Sirvent, 36 A
03160 Alhoradí – Alicante
Tel. (34) 626311881
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info@espiritismo.cc
www.espiritismo.cc
President: Salvador Martin
SWEDEN
Svenska Spiritistiska Förbundet
c/o Eliane Dahre,
Norra Kringelvägen 12,
28136 Hässleholm – Sweden
Tel: 00 46 (451) 12916
spiritismen@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/sweden
President: Eliane Dahre
SWITZERLAND
Union des Centres d’Études
Spirites en Suisse
Postfach: 8404
WINTERTHUR - SUIÇA
Tel.privé: ++ 41/ 055 210 1878
UCESS 00 41 52 232 2888 –
secretária eletrônica
www.spiritismus.ch
ucess@spiritismus.ch
President: Gorete Newton

UNITED KINGDOM
British Union of Spiritist SocietiesBUSS
59, Wandsworth High Street
London SW 18 2PT
ENGLAND – UK
secretary@bussorg.co.uk
chair@bussorg.co.uk
www.bussorg.co.uk
President: Joca Dalledone
UNITED STATES
United States Spiritist Council
P.O BOX 341366
Bethesda, MD 20827 USA
Tel: 00 1 (240) 453.0361,
Fax: 00 1 (240) 453.0362
www.usspiritistcouncil.com
vdcmarques@hotmail.com
President: Vanderlei D.C.
Marques
URUGUAY
Federación Espírita Uruguaya
Av. General Flores 4689
11100 - MONTEVIDÉO - URUGUAY

Tel: 00 598 62 24980
feuruguay@adinet.com.uy
federacionespirita@montevideo.
com.uy,, feuruguay@adinet.
com.uy
edudosantos@hotmail.com
www.spiritist.org/uruguay
President: Eduardo dos Santos
VENEZUELA
Asociación Civil “Socrates”
Carrera 23 entre Calle 8 y Av.
Moran
Edificio: Roduar IV apto. 2-3
Barquisimeto – Estado Lara
Tel. 0251-2527423
ingjvasquez@cantv.net
ingjvasquez@gmail.com
centrosocrates@venezuelaespirita.org
www.venezuelaespirita.org
President: José N. Vasquez
Lopez
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INTERNATIONAL SPIRITIST COUNCIL NEWS

Launching of Spiritist Books in German and Seminar in Switzerland
On February 15-17, 2008
The International Spiritist Council promoted
special activities at the headquarters of the Allan
Kardec Spiritist Studies Center in Winterthur, Switzerland. The events were supported by the German
Spiritist Union and the Union of the Spiritist Studies
Centers in Switzerland.
There was a meeting of the Executive Committee of the International Spiritist Council where
several topics were discussed as well as plans of
action. The preparation for the Sixth World Spiritist
Meeting, which will happen on October 14, 2010 in
Valencia, Spain, was also discussed. The central
theme of the Meeting will be “We all are Immortal
Spirits”.

On February 16, 2008
Nestor Masotti, Antonio Cesar Perri de Carvalho and Charles Kempf conducted a
Seminar on Doctrinal and Administrative Activities of the Spiritist Centers. The scope of attendance was of directors and collaborators of Spiritist organizations from mostly German
speaking countries totaling 70 people from Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Belgium, France
and Luxemburg. During that day, the International Spiritist Council launched The Spirits’
Book (Das BuchderGeister) and Nosso Lar: Our Spiritual Home (Nosso Lar. EinespirituelleHeimat) in the German language.

Book Fair in Paris
on March 14-19
The International Spiritist Council participated at the Paris Expo (Le Salon du Livre de
Paris) on March 14-19 in Porte de Versailles. Sixteen Spiritist books, edited in French and
published by the ISC, were exhibited, among them The Spirits’ Book by Allan Kardec, The
Educator and Codifier, and mediumistic books by the medium Francisco C. Xavier authored
by the spirits Emmanuel and Andre Luiz. Amalia Domingo Soler’s book Je te Pardonne! was
launched in the occasion. More info, visit www.spiritist.org, or email to spiritist@spiritist.org
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